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ABSTRACT
In this study a self-steering beamformer with binaural output for a
head-worn microphone array is investigated in simulated and real-
world conditions. The influence of the underlying sound propagation
model on the estimation accuracy of the direction of arrival (DOA)
estimation algorithm and the overall performance of the combined
DOA-beamformer-system is evaluated. For this, technical perfor-
mance measures as well as objective quality measures based on per-
ceptual models of the auditory system are used. The self-steering
beamformer showed better performance than a beamformer with
fixed look-direction for SNR values above -2 dB if the propagation
model includes at least a coarse head model.

Index Terms— Direction of arrival estimation, Array signal pro-
cessing, Noise Reduction, Hearing aids, Perceptual audio quality es-
timation

1. INTRODUCTION

Multi-channel noise reduction schemes are promising solutions for
hearing aids as they are capable to exploit the spatial distribution
of the interfering signals. Thus, they lead generally to less signal
distortion than single-channel noise reduction algorithms. For head-
worn microphone arrays it is usually assumed that the look-direction
is fixed at zero degrees, and that the user always turns his or her
head towards the desired signal. This may become unsatisfying for
the hearing aid user in particular for algorithms with a high spatial
selectivity and if the signal of interest is moving. In this contribu-
tion a combination of a binaural beamformer [1, 2] and an automatic
steering (electronic control of the look direction) based on the Gen-
eralized Cross Correlation (GCC) approach by Knapp and Carter [3]
is applied. The importance of a proper model of wave propagation
is investigated for a head-worn DOA-beamformer system. Further-
more, the performance of the system is evaluated in terms of esti-
mation errors and signal-quality by means of objective perceptual
measures that are based on models of the auditory system. With
these measures the influences of inevitably occurring estimation er-
rors can be quantified on a perceptual scale. Based on these results,
the optimum compromise between algorithmic complexity and ben-
efit can be derived.

Notation: Vectors and matrices are printed in boldface while
scalars are printed in italic. k is the discrete time index and m the
discrete frequency index. The superscripts T , ∗, and H denote the
transposition, the complex conjugation and the Hermitian transposi-
tion, respectively.
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2. SIGNALMODEL AND BINAURALMULTI-CHANNEL
NOISE REDUCTION
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Fig. 1. Signal model and beamformer setup.

The noise reduction scheme used in this contribution is depicted
in Fig. 1. With two 3-channel behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing aid
shells mounted on a Brüel & Kjær (B&K) head and torso simula-
tor (HATS), 6-channel head related transfer functions (HRTFs) were
recorded in an anechoic room and in an office environment (reverber-
ation time τ60 = 300 ms) from different directions. A moving target
signal was generated by filtering a speech signal with time-varying
HRTFs that change due to a pre-defined virtual azimuth path (Fig. 2).
Real-world environmental noise has also been recorded in a cafete-
ria and in an office room. Additionally, an artificial diffuse noise has
been generated by summing up a speech-colored random noise that
was filtered with HRTFs from all directions to simulate a cylindri-
cal 2D-isotropic noise field. The moving speech signal was mixed
with the noise signals at different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). In
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Fig. 2. Virtual azimuth path of moving speech source and its esti-
mate for HM2 at 12 dB SNR.

Fig. 1, Xi[m] denotes the audio-signal transformed into the fre-
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quency domain by use of the short time Fourier transform (STFT),
where i = 0..5 is the channel index. A DOA detection algorithm
estimates the target signal’s azimuth angle Θ which is used to steer
the beamformer to this direction by means of the propagation vec-
tor d[m, Θ]. The beamformer W[m, Θ] generates a single channel
output Yb[m] via the well known Minimum Variance Distortionless
Response (MVDR) approach [4]:

W[m, Θ] =
Γ

−1
NN [m]d[m, Θ]

dH [m, Θ]Γ−1
NN [m]d[m, Θ]

. (1)

d[m, Θ] = [d0[m, Θ], d1[m, Θ], . . . , dN−1[m, Θ]]T (2)

di[m, Θ] = |di[m, Θ]|e−j2πm
fs
M

τi[m,Θ], i = 0..N − 1 (3)

The fixed noise-field characteristic is coded in the coherence ma-
trix ΓNN[m] which additionally influences beamformer properties
directivity and susceptibility to white noise, and therefore has to be
constrained [4, 1]. Both, d[m, Θ] and ΓNN[m] depend on to the as-
sumed wave propagation model which may differ from the true (and
generally unknown) wave propagation from the source to the micro-
phones. We distinguish four models, free-field (FF), two head mod-
els (HM1 [5], HM2 [6]) and the measured anechoic transfer func-
tions from the source to the head-mounted hearing aid microphone
array (HRTF). The simplest approach is to use a free-field / far-
field assumption (FF), i.e., the sound propagation is modeled as a
plane wave without interfering objects in the propagation path. For
FF, d[m, Θ] has unity magnitude, |di[m, Θ]| = 1 ∀(i, m, Θ) and
constant group delay τ [m, Θ] = τ [Θ] that can be calculated from
the inter-microphone distance and the angle of incidence. For head-
worn arrays it is beneficial to include knowledge about head shadow
and diffraction effects [1, 11], especially for lateral target signal
sources. Thus, head models by Duda et al. [5, 6] are applied which
are effective parametric models that are based on the characteris-
tics of a sphere. In HM1, the interaural time difference (ITD) cues
are modeled by Woodworth and Schlosberg’s frequency indepen-
dent ray-tracing formula. The gross magnitude characteristics of the
HRTF spectrum, namely the interaural level difference (ILD) cues,
are covered by a first order IIR head shadow filter which also ac-
counts for an additional frequency dependent delay at low frequen-
cies [5]. In HM2, near-field effects and interference effects that in-
troduce ripples in the frequency response which are quite prominent
on the shadowed side are incorporated as described in [6]. For both
head models (HM1, HM2) the frequency dependent group delay
τ [m,Θ] and magnitude have to be calculated for each microphone
and angle of incidence due to [5, 6]. For HRTF, the propagation vec-
tor d[m, Θ] equals the measured anechoic 6-channel HRTF for the
angle of incidence Θ. ΓNN [m] can be estimated for a cylindrical
isotropic diffuse noise field by integrating the propagation vectors
over all directions Θ. For FF, this solution can be calculated via the
Bessel function of the first kind of order zero. For the white noise
gain constraints and further details see [4].

The binaural output is calculated by a real-valued time-varying
post-filter based on [2] that is controlled by the monaural beam-
former output Yb:

HBin[m] =

(
|dl[m, Θ]|2 + |dr[m, Θ]|2

)
ΦYbYb

[m]

ΦXlXl
[m] + ΦXrXr [m]

(4)

Yl[m] = HBin[m]Xl[m] (5)
Yr[m] = HBin[m]Xr[m] (6)

Here Xl[m], Xr[m] (see Fig. 1) denote the reference input sig-
nals and dl[m], dr[m] the propagation coefficients for the estimated

signal direction Θopt, at the left and right reference microphone,
respectively. ΦYbYb

[m], ΦXlXl
[m] and ΦXrXr [m] are the power

spectral density estimates for the signals Yb[m], Xl[m], Xr[m], re-
spectively. As depicted in Fig. 1 we chose channel 3 and 4 as ref-
erence channels for the left and right site. For a detailed analysis of
the binaural output see [1].

3. DIRECTION OF ARRIVAL ESTIMATION

Direction of arrival estimation is done by estimating the signal de-
lay between microphone pair xl[k], xr[k] via the PHAT-GCC (Phase
Transform Generalized Cross Correlation) [3] which has been proven
to give reliable estimates for various environments:

τd = arg max
k

Rxlxr [k] (7)

with the (PHAT) generalized cross correlation [3]

Rxlxr [k] =
1

LDFT

LDFT−1∑

m=0

Φxlxr [m]

|Φxlxr [m]|
ej 2π

M
mk, k = 0..LDFT−1

(8)
Typical signal delays that occur between the left and right micro-
phones are about 8.3μs/1◦deg in the range of±30◦ deg. For a sam-
pling rate of 16 kHz these are 7.5◦ deg per sample. Thus, an appro-
priate oversampling of the generalized cross-correlation Rxlxr [k] is
suggested.

The time-delay of arrival due to diffraction is longer for lateral
signals then expected in the free-field case. Therefore the time-delay
corresponds to other angles of incidence for the head models than
for the free-field. Fig. 3 depicts deviations that occur due to a wrong
delay-to-azimuth mapping. Fig. 3(a) shows the time delay of arrival
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Fig. 3. Azimuth error for different time delays τd and propagation
models.

between the microphones xl[k] and xr[k] against the azimuth angle
for different propagation models. Between ±30◦ the dependency
is almost linear and only little deviations between the propagation
models exist. For more lateral angles the differences increase due
to the increased traveling time of the sound signals around the hu-
man head. In Fig. 3(b) the deviation of the estimated angle for the
propagation model and true angle as determined from the measured
HRTF is depicted. Note that for the free-field model (FF) delays be-
yond ±0.5 ms are assigned to ±90◦. Therefore, the azimuth error
decreases for values beyond these maximum delays. The gray and
black bars show the corresponding values in (a) and (b). It can be
seen that the head models give a better approximation of the true
time delay than FF assumptions. Although the group delays for the
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head models are frequency dependent [5], these effects are omitted
here as they only apply for low frequencies (< 200 Hz). A maxi-
mum tracking speed of the DOA estimator is limited to 125◦/s as
described in [11] to avoid sudden peaks in the DOA estimate that
lead to severe disturbances of the subsequent beamformer. A simple
speech activity detector based on the magnitude of Rxlxr [k] is ap-
plied by updating the DOA estimate only ifRxlxr [k] is greater than a
threshold ξ. During speech pauses a tracking algorithm based on the
last estimates continues the update of the azimuth estimate. How-
ever for the application in a hearing aid it might be useful to apply
more sophisticated tracking algorithms that increase the robustness
of the estimate while at the same time allowing for a quick change
of direction due to a moving speaker. Here, our main focus lies on
understanding the principle problems due to imperfect propagation
models.

4. QUALITY ASSESSMENT

It has been shown in Fig. 3 that the assumption of an imperfect
propagation model leads to systematic errors in the estimation of
the signal-source direction. As we are interested in the influence of
these estimation errors on the performance and signal quality for re-
alistic scenarios we propose three performance measures.
SNRE:The SNR-Enhancement (SNRE) is the difference of the SNR
at the output of the beamformer and a reference input-SNR, both
measured in dB. For binaural systems the SNRE is calculated be-
tween the left (right) output of the binaural post-filter and the left
(right) input at the reference microphone, respectively; by simply
taking the mean SNRE a better-ear effect would be ignored.
PSM / ΔPSM: The quality measure PSM from PEMO-Q [7] es-
timates the perceptual similarity between the processed signal and
the clean speech source signal. It has shown high correlations be-
tween objective and subjective data and has been used for quality
assessment of noise reduction schemes in [1, 8, 9]. PSM increases
with increasing (input) SNR. As we are interested in the quality en-
hancement introduced by the algorithm, we use the deduced measure
ΔPSM that is calculated as the difference between the Perceptual
Similarity Measure (PSM) of the output and of the unprocessed in-
put signal.
Binaural SRT / ΔSRT: The speech reception threshold (SRT) is
defined as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at 50% speech intelligi-
bility. In [10] a binaural model of speech intelligibility based on the
equalization-cancelation (EC) processing by Durlach had been de-
fined which is able to predict the SRT with high accuracy. If the
estimated SRT for the output of a noise reduction scheme is lower
than for the input signal this means that the speech intelligibility has
increased due to the algorithm. However, as the speech intelligibility
is a nonlinear function of the SNR and other signal features such as
the preservation of binaural cues, we use the difference between out-
put and input SRT, namely theΔSRT, as an indirect measure for the
increase of intelligibility. The binaural SRT measure as described
in [10, 1] assumes a spatially stationary source configuration. To be
applicable to moving sources it had to be extended to a block-wise
measure with subsequent averaging across blocks.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

5.1. DOA Estimation Error

Fig. 4 shows the mean azimuth estimation error of the DOA algo-
rithm ēΘ = 1

|A|

∑
A Θ− Θ̂ over the input SNR for the four propa-

gation models. Here, Θ and Θ̂ are the true and the estimated direc-

tion of arrival, respectively. A is the set of frames where speech is
present and |A| its cardinality. In artificial diffuse noise, Fig. 4(a),
the mean azimuth error for the head models is below 15◦ degree at
an SNR of −2 dB and falls below 10◦ for an SNR > 2 − 4 dB de-
pending on the exactness of the model. The measured (in practice
generally unknown) HRTF shows the best performance followed by
HM2 which seems to be a feasible approximation. Assuming free-
field, ēΘ is persistently 3− 7 ◦ greater than for the head models.

The performance for this algorithm in a recorded real-world of-
fice environment with ambient noise, Fig.4(b), is worse at −2 dB
SNR than for artificial diffuse noise, but ēΘ also falls below 10◦ for
an input SNR > 5 dB for the head models. Compared to the results
gained in [11] where a DOA estimator based on the dual delay line
approach was evaluated, it can be can be stated that the GCC-PHAT
algorithm performs much better, particularly in noisy conditions.
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Fig. 4. Mean DOA error in different noise conditions.

5.2. Objective Perceptual Quality of the whole system

Fig. 5 shows the performance measures described in Section 4 over
the SNR of the input signal (SNRin). If not indicated otherwise,
results are shown for the diffuse noise. The Signal to Noise Ratio
Enhancement (SNRE) in Fig. 5(a) slightly decreases with increasing
SNRin which is a fact common to all noise reduction systems as for
infinite SNRin the SNRE converges to zero. The ideal system (solid
black line) has a priori information about the direction of arrival
and uses the measured HRTF as a propagation model. Therefore, it
should set the upper performance limit. Also, it would be expected
that the systems with the most exact propagation model (HRTF and
HM2, before HM1 and FF) have the highest SNRE. However, this
is not seen in the right channel where FF (solid green) crosses HM2
(dashed blue). This is an artifact of the broadband SNRE measure
that is suboptimal for quality assessment, as it does not incorporate
signal distortions. For PSM in Fig. 5(b) the ranking behaves as ex-
pected: The ideal system sets the upper limit and the system with
the fixed look direction to 0◦ shows the worst performance. The
absolute PSM (not shown here) for the ideal system lies between
0.6 and 0.9 (where values close to 1 mean that the signal is perceptu-
ally undistinguishable from the clean speech [7]). A negativeΔPSM
shows a signal degradation compared to the unprocessed signal, e.g.,
FF and 0◦ fixed at SNR>12 dB. For the head models ΔPSM is con-
sistently higher than for the fixed system, whereas for FF the quality
enhancement is marginal. Fig. 5(c) shows the decrease of the Speech
Reception Threshold (SRT) due to the noise reduction that also in-
corporates the speech intelligibility benefit due to the preservation of
binaural cues. Again, the ranking is consistent with the exactness of
the propagation model. For input SNR values where the DOA esti-
mation has low errors, HM2 and HRTF have less than 0.5 dB higher
SRT than the ideal system. For FF, ΔSRT lies 1.5 dB higher than
for the ideal system. All self-steered systems with head models have
a lower SRT than the system fixed to 0◦ degree look-direction for all
SNRin whereas for FF this is the case at an SNRin > 3dB. In those
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cases steered systems are superior to fixed systems for the given in-
put signals. Fig. 5(d) and 5(e) show the performance for real-world
recordings in the office roommixed with (d) office ambient noise and
(e) babble noise from a cafeteria. AΔSRT close to the ideal system
indicates a good performance which is given for the head models at
a SNRin > 4 dB for the ambient noise (d) and a SNRin > 9 dB for
babble noise (e). For FF,ΔSRT is significantly higher in (d) and it is
close to the fixed system in (e). In summary it can be stated that for
the difficult cafeteria noise condition where sudden correlated noise
sources may occur, DOA estimation performance for a fast moving
target signal source at low SNR is poor. However, for input SNRin

>9 dB automatic-steered systems are favorable, given an appropriate
propagation model.

6. CONCLUSION

We presented a self-steering multi-channel noise reduction system
with binaural output applicable to hearing aids. Estimation errors
have been analyzed under the assumption of different wave propa-
gation models. For a fast moving speech source under different sim-
ulated and real-world noise conditions, algorithm performance was
evaluated using technically based measures and objective perceptual
quality measures based on auditory models. The results show that
for signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) greater -2 dB self-steering systems
are superior to fixed systems if a certain complexity of the propa-
gation model is met. The DOA-beamformer system performs best
in diffuse or ambient noise conditions. However, in difficult noise
conditions such as cafeteria noise, the performance is lower than for
a simulated system with a priori knowledge about the direction of
arrival.
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Fig. 5. Objective quality assessment of DOA plus beamformer sys-
tem with different wave propagation models
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